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If you want to experience a truly exhilarating performance,
then BROADWAY & BEYOND: with Josh Rhett Noble is
definitely the show for you! Most recently seen at Out Front
Theatre's intimate cabaret space, the energy and talent that
this veteran of stage and screen brings to the stage is simply
mesmerizing. Throughout the show, Noble weaves a
personal story with his music, taking the audience on a
journey utilizing Broadway classics, pop music hits, and
old-time favorites.

Noble is best known for his portrayal of the over-the-top "Gaston" in Disney's Beauty & the
Beast in various theaters across the country, as well as multiple guest star roles in television
and film. His vast experience on stage and in front of the camera was very apparent given his
ease during the performance.

Noble’s vocals are nothing short of stunning. His voice is powerful, yet delicate, and he
transitions seamlessly from one genre to the next, showcasing his incredible versatility. The
emotional ballads are especially heart-wrenching, leaving the audience in awe. One such song,
Leonard Cohen’s “HALLELUJAH”, was particularly touching and was dedicated to his late
mother.

At the same time, he manages to infuse humor throughout the show, creating a well-balanced
performance for everyone to enjoy. His rendition of the Britney Spears classic “BABY ONE
MORE TIME” had everyone rolling with laughter.

What makes Noble even more captivating is his magnetic stage presence. His natural charisma
and charm help to create an intimate setting, so it feels like you're sitting in his living room while
he serenades you with his melodies.

Overall, BROADWAY & BEYOND: with Josh Rhett Noble is an outstanding production that will
leave you singing and tapping your feet long after the show has ended. New locations for the
cabaret were stated as coming soon with info listed at JoshRhettNoble.com. Noble is an
incredible entertainer, and this show is a testament to his talent and dedication to the craft.


